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Assembly Instructions
Experimenters HMD

1. Unboxing your headset:
Remove all parts from the shipping box - Main headset, 
phone holder, light shield, headband.

2.
2a.

2b. 2c           2d           

Folding and setup: Begin by remov-
ing the headstrap and unfolding the 
lower visor (a). 
Next, take the large sides (b) and 
fold them downward - they will meet 
with the inner flaps ( c).
All flaps have Velcro and will align 
with minimal effort. 
Once this step is complete, the 
headset is ready for the remaining 
parts.     
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Assembly and use of the AR4 headset. 
Starts with basic unpacking of the headset, 
which comes in a folded state.
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3. Installing the phone: Peel back the 
nylon band and insert the phone 
with screen facing in toward the 
mirror. Close the nylon band. 

5. Adjusting headstrap & aligning the image is very simple. The headstrap attaches 
to the Velcro hook and enough material is provided to allow for angle adjustment. 
The goal is to have the image from your phone in the direct field of view. 

3. Next install the lens (d) with the smooth side facing down. After this is the phone holder ( f)This part resem-
bles a Z when folded correctly. Insert Velcro down and black side facing in. Finally, pulling the nylon band tight 
copletes the assembly.

4. Adding the light shield is as simple as removing the Velcro tape 
and installing to the front of the lower lens. This will block your 
view of the world and creates a dark screen inside the headset.

**Note: Place bottom edge of foam in line with your brow.  
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